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Articulation rate in Swedish child-directed speech increases as a function of
the age of the child even when surprisal is controlled for
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Abstract

Speech rate is the number of linguistic units per time unit,
including pauses (e.g., [7, 8]).
However, less is known about the extent to which the
characteristics of CDS change as the child grows older. In the
case of AR, it has been shown that it increases in mothers’
(n=16) CDS as a function of the age of the child for children
from 0;4 to 1;4 of age in Korean (n=6), Sri Lankan Tamil
(n=5) and Tagalog (n=5). This is referred to as “speech rate”,
but it is stated in a footnote that what is actually meant is
AR, under the constraint of including utterances where silences
never exceeded a duration of 300 ms. Utterance length was
controlled for by choosing utterances around 5 s long [5].
In a corpus-based longitudinal study on AR in Swedish
CDS, it was shown that AR increased as a function of the age
of the child, even when utterance length in terms of number of
syllables was controlled for, something which has been shown
to influence AR, in the sense that longer utterances in terms of
number of linguistic units tend to have higher AR than shorter
ones [9, 10]. If utterances contained pauses, these were never of
duration >200 ms. Differences in AR between speakers were
also controlled for, since AR between speakers is known to vary
[11]. Children were between 0;7 and 2;9 of age [12].
Hence, there are at least two factors that can influence AR:
Utterance length in terms of linguistic units, and individual
AR. However, given the H&H theory’s prediction that speakers
adapt the speech signal according to their estimation of the
recipient’s capacity to decode it, it is reasonable to believe that
speakers also adjust their AR in accordance with how surprising
what they are about to say is. Intuitively, if what they are about
to say is less surprising, they would typically use a higher AR,
and vice versa, assuming an overall information rate which is
achieved by balancing AR and how surprising the utterance is
[13, 14], the latter which as been referred to as surprisal [15].
Surprisal can be specified in information-theoretic terms, that
is, as the negative log of the probability of a word n, given the
probability of the preceding word(s) [15]. This does in essence
go back to Shannon’s influential theory of communication [16]:

In earlier work, we have shown that articulation rate in Swedish
child-directed speech (CDS) increases as a function of the age
of the child, even when utterance length and differences in
articulation rate between subjects are controlled for. In this
paper we show on utterance level in spontaneous Swedish
speech that i) for the youngest children, articulation rate in
CDS is lower than in adult-directed speech (ADS), ii) there
is a significant negative correlation between articulation rate
and surprisal (the negative log probability) in ADS, and iii) the
increase in articulation rate in Swedish CDS as a function of the
age of the child holds, even when surprisal along with utterance
length and differences in articulation rate between speakers are
controlled for. These results indicate that adults adjust their
articulation rate to make it fit the linguistic capacity of the child.
Index Terms: child-directed speech, corpus linguistics,
longitudinal data, articulation rate, surprisal, language
modeling

1. Introduction
When speaking, we make choices about how to package
whatever message we are about to send. One principled way of
predicting how we make these choices is to apply the Hyperand Hypospeech (H&H) theory. This theory predicts that
speakers continuously approximate how much the speech signal
must be adjusted in order for it to fit the recipient’s capacity
to decode it, and that speakers do adjust their linguistic signal
to fit this approximation accordingly, along a continuum of
hyper- and hypospeech [1]. One certain type of recipient is
the pre-linguistic child, who has a lower capacity to decode the
linguistic signal than older children and adults. One way of
measuring the degree of such an adjustment within an utterance
is articulation rate (AR).
In this longitudinal corpus-based study, we investigate
whether adults increase their AR in Swedish child-directed
speech (CDS), as a function of the linguistic capacity of
the child, approximated to age, for children aged 0;7–2;9,
controlling for factors influencing AR.
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2. Related work
It has long been recognized that CDS has several distinct
characteristics compared to adult-directed speech (ADS), such
as fewer words per utterance [2] and lower speech rate [3].
Furthermore, AR has been shown to be lower in ADS than in
CDS, [4, 5, 6], which is a measure of speech tempo, defined as
the number of linguistic units per time unit, excluding pauses.

2.1. Research Questions
We ask three questions: 1) In adult-directed speech, is there a
correlation between articulation rate and utterance length, on
the one hand, and utterance length and surprisal, on the other?
2) Is articulation rate in adult-directed speech higher than in
child-directed speech, when controlling for utterance length,
differences in articulation rate between speakers and surprisal?
3) Does the increase in articulation rate in child-directed speech
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In the present study, we estimate surprisal with a language
model (see Section 3.4).
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The number of syllables for both test sets were
approximated as the number of transcribed vowels in each
utterance, which in Swedish gives a very good approximation,
since in principle every orthographic vowel corresponds to a
realized vowel. Articulation rate was defined as the number of
transcribed vowels per utterance over the length in milliseconds
for that utterance. For each session, a script extracted the age
of the child in days, AR for every utterance, and the number
of syllables per utterance. This resulted in 7,865 utterances
containing in total 29,000 tokens for the CDS test set, and 3,087
utterances containing 16,301 tokens in total for the ADS test set.

as a function of child age shown in [12] hold, even when
controlling for surprisal?

3. Method and Data
To answer these questions, we needed Swedish data on AR in
ADS and CDS respectively, and a model of how surprisal is
represented in the speaker-hearer. We built two different models
that were trained and tested. Hence, the data fed to the language
models in this study consist of five different sets. Three of these
form the training set for the models (see Section 3.2). The other
two form the test sets (see Section 3.3), which both are parts of
two different corpora. One, henceforth the CDS test set, is from
the MINGLE-corpus [17]. The other is half of Spontal [18],
henceforth the ADS test set.

3.4. Language Modeling
We applied a character-level neural language model. The model
employs a convolutional neural network (CNN) and a highway
network over characters, whose output is given to a long
short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network language
model [22]. The model takes a sequence of characters as input,
and outputs the probability of that sequence.1 One reason for
opting for a character-level model is that words which are not
seen in the training material can still be modeled well. For
instance, if the model has seen words such as quick, sick, and
quickly, it would be able to assign a well-estimated probability
to the unseen word sickly.
For purposes of comparison, we also applied a language
model which uses word-level trigram statistics with Kneser-Ney
smoothing [23], using the formulation of [24].

3.1. Corpora
The MINGLE-corpus is a corpus that has been multi-modally
annotated from recordings collected at Stockholm Babylab
which is part of the Phonetics Laboratory at Stockholm
University. Recordings consist of parent-child dyads in which
the subjects were equipped with wireless microphones which
let them move around freely. The sessions between parent and
child consisted of some task, such as doing a jigsaw-puzzle and
of free play. The sessions lasted for about half an hour [17, 19].
Spontal is a corpus consisting of transcribed face-to-face
dialogues between two speakers at a time, in which the
maximum length of a silence within an utterance is 200 ms
[18, 20]. Utterances from 12 of the 24 of these dialogues were
used in the ADS test set. Utterances containing laughter, and
coughing were excluded.
Swedish Blog Sentences (SBS) is a corpus containing ~2.7
billion tokens, from randomly rearranged sentences [21].

4. Results and Discussion
All analyses in this section were performed twice, using
the surprisal estimates of both the Neural Character-Based
Language Model and the Kneser-Ney N-gram Language Model.
Due to space limitations we only report analyses using the
former. Unless explicitly stated, the analyses using the latter
did not qualitatively differ from the former. Since most of
the training data of the language models consisted of written
blog data or adult-directed speech, there is reason to assume
that the models provide more accurate estimates of surprisal for
the ADS test set, than for the CDS test set. If the relationship
between AR in CDS and our estimates of surprisal is similar to
the relationship between AR in ADS and surprisal, however, we
can be more confident that the surprisal estimates are applicable
also to CDS test set. We therefore present an analysis of the
ADS test set first, then move on to the analysis of the CDS test
set, and finally look at the difference between ADS and CDS.

3.2. Language model training data
We train the language models on three data sets: Half of a subset
of Spontal (the other subset we test on), a subset of material
similar to the MINGLE-corpus, and the first 1,400,000 lines of
SBS [21] (see Table 1).
Table 1: Training data used for language modeling.
Corpus

Description

Spontal
CDS
Blogs

ADS
CDS
Social media text

Total

N tokens used
13,300
6,063
16,188,877

4.1. ADS test set

16,208,240

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between AR and utterance
length in terms of log syllables (Panel A), on the one hand, and
AR and surprisal corrected for utterance length (Panel B), on
the other, in the ADS test set.
Figure 1 indicates that, in ADS speech, AR is overall
higher for longer utterances, but, on the other hand, lower
for utterances with high surprisal. These relationships were
evaluated with mixed effects modeling [25]. The mixed effects
model is a type of general linear model [26] that accounts for
random effects, such as differences in AR between speakers. It
is therefore possible to rule out that any observed relationships
do not stem from random speaker differences (e.g., that one or a

3.3. Language model test data
Transcribed utterances from the MINGLE-corpus of 7 parents,
4 mothers and 3 fathers (i.e., 4 children), in a total of 28
sessions, were modified to a form more faithful to spoken
Swedish (e.g., någonting (something) was changed to nåt in
relevant cases). Also, utterances were shortened, prolonged or
split so as not to contain pauses of duration longer than 200 ms.
Utterances containing laughter, onomatopoetic sounds, singing
and whispers were omitted. Only utterances from when the
parent and child were alone in the room were included, so as
to avoid speech from when the parent communicated with the
experimental leader through the child.

1 We use the implementation found at https://github.com/
jarfo/kchar.
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β = −0.51, t(2861.5) = −9.32, p < .0001. These results
thus confirm the findings of [12] for adult directed speech by
showing that longer utterances are on average articulated faster
than shorter utterances. They also show that utterances that are
less expected in terms of S URPRISAL are articulated somewhat
slower, and this is in particular the case for longer utterances (as
shown by the STD L OG S YLLABLES:S URPRISAL interaction).
This is to be expected and in line with the findings of [14].
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4.2. CDS test set

4

Figure 2 shows the relationship between AR and child age in
months (Panel A), AR and utterance length in terms of log
syllables (Panel B), and, finally, AR and surprisal corrected for
utterance length (Panel C) in the CDS test set.
Panel A and B show that, as found in [12], there is a
slight increase in AR in CDS as the child gets older, and
that, as in ADS, AR is higher for longer utterances. Panel
C indicates that also in CDS, AR is lower for utterances that
are less expected in terms of surprisal. In order to determine
whether the relationship between child age and AR in CDS
still holds when also surprisal is controlled for, the CDS test
set was analyzed with mixed effects modeling. This model
predicts AR in CDS as a function of utterance length, again
in terms of standardized log syllables (STD L OG S YLLABLES),
surprisal (S URPRISAL), and child age (AGE) and the
interactions of these factors.
The model also contains
a random speaker intercept and by-speaker random slopes
for STD L OG S YLLABLES and the S TD L OG S YLLABLES:AGE
interaction. Again, A RTICULATION R ATE and S URPRISAL
that deviated by more than 3 standard deviations from their
overall means were excluded. This model also found a
significant effect of STDLOG S YLLABLES, β = 1.8, t(16) =
19.902, p < .0001, a significant effect of S URPRISAL,
β = −0.23, t(1956) = −16, p < .0001, and a
significant STD L OG S YLLABLES:S URPRISAL interaction, β =
−0.15, t(7635) = −10.6, p < .0001. In other words, the
relationship between AR, utterance length and Surprisal in CDS
is more or less the same as in ADS: Longer utterances are
on the average articulated faster than shorter ones. Utterances
that are less expected in terms of S URPRISAL are articulated
somewhat slower, and this is in particular the case for longer
utterances. Importantly, the model also found a significant
effect of Age, β = 0.31, t(1707) = 4.67, p < .05, and a
significant AGE:S URPRISAL interaction, β = −0.07, t(9) =
−2.98, p < .05 (showing that the increase in AR with
child age is lower for surprising utterances). Importantly, the
relationship between child age and utterance length still holds
when surprisal is controlled for. That is, the age effect is not an
artifact of utterances directed towards older children on average
being somewhat more expected, and consequently articulated
somewhat faster.
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Figure 1: Articulation rate in ADS data from the Spontal corpus
as a function of utterance length in terms of log syllables (Panel
A), and Surprisal corrected for utterance length (Panel B).

few speakers with a high AR also tend to use long utterances in
the present data). The model predicts AR in ADS as a function
of utterance length in terms of standardized log syllables
( STD L OG S YLLABLES ), surprisal (S URPRISAL ) and their
interaction (S TD L OG S YLLABLES :S URPRISAL ). The model
also included a random intercept for speaker and by-speaker
random slopes for STD L OG S YLLABLES and S URPRISAL.2 In
other words, the model controls for AR differences between
speakers, as well as speaker differences in the influence of
utterance length and surprisal on AR. Analyses were conducted
in the statistical language R (v. 3.1.2) [27]. Degrees
of freedom for the calculation of p-values were estimated
using Welch-Satterthwaite approximation, as implemented in
the lmerTest() package (v. 2.0-20) [28]. A RTICULATION
R ATE and S URPRISAL that deviated by more than 3 standard
deviations from their overall means were excluded. The
model found a significant effect of STDLOG S YLLABLES, β =
3.68, t(1488.4) = 14.64, p < .0001, a significant effect
of S URPRISAL, β = −0.3, t(17) = −3.37, p < .001,
and a significant STD L OG S YLLABLES:S URPRISAL interaction

4.3. Articulation rate in CDS in comparison to ADS
Finally, we investigate if AR is lower in CDS than in ADS.
As shown in the previous sections, AR is in both ADS and
CDS much influenced by utterance length, on the one hand, and
surprisal, on the other. In order to make a comparison between
AR in CDS and ADS, these factors need to be controlled
for. Using a combination of the CDS test set and the ADS
test set, we therefore fitted a model that predicts AR on the
basis of speech type (CDS vs. ADS), utterance length in
standardized log syllables STDLOG S YLLABLES, S URPRISAL
and the STDLOG S YLLABLES:S URPRISAL interaction. The

2 The random effects structure was determined on the basis of
backward elimination of random effects. Only those effects that
significantly improved the model’s predictive ability were included.
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results of analyses conducted across each data set individually.
Importantly, the model also showed a significant effect of
S PEECHTYPE (CDS being the reference category), β =
−0.56, t(20.29) = −4.58, p < .001, showing that ADS is
articulated significantly faster than CDS even when utterance
length, S URPRISAL and their interaction are controlled for. It
should be noted, however, that the model conducted using the
S URPRISAL estimates from the Kneser-Ney N-gram Language
Model failed to find a significant effect of speech type. This
might very well be due to the model’s inability to determine
accurate surprisal estimates for short and highly infrequent
utterances, as indicated by the astonishingly high surprisal
estimates for some of the utterances (with surprisal values as
high as 30 bits in some cases).
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4.4. Drawbacks and Future Work
A limitation of the language models is that they only model
subsequent probabilities based on linearly preceding linguistic
output without consideration of syntactic structure or pragmatic
constraints.
Although we assumed the function mapping AR to age to
be linear, this is not necessarily the case. There could very well
be local increases and decreases in AR over time.
Future work would benefit from taking into account data
from what the child produces or meta-data about its linguistic
capacity, since there of course is no one-to-one mapping
between age and linguistic capacity.
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5. Conclusions
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We have shown that in adult-directed speech, there is a positive
correlation between articulation rate and utterance length (in
terms of number of linguistic units), and a negative correlation
between utterance length and surprisal. Also, we have shown
that articulation rate in adult-directed speech is higher than in
child-directed speech, when controlling for utterance length,
differences in articulation rate between speakers, and surprisal.
Furthermore, this is the first study to show that articulation rate
increases as a function of child age, when above-mentioned
factors are controlled for. These results lend support to the H&H
theory, since they indicate that speakers adjust their speech
signal to make it fit the recipients’ approximated capacity to
decode the message sent.
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Figure 2: Articulation rate in the CDS test set as a function of
child age in months (Panel A), utterance length in terms of log
syllables (Panel B), and Surprisal corrected for utterance length
(Panel C).
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